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GIVING CUSTOMERS
PEACE OF MIND
Gulfstream's Field and Airborne Support Teams
(FAST) take our people and parts where they
are needed to get an aircraft on the ground
back in the air quickly.
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OUR PEOPLE
LEAD THE INDUSTRY
Gulfstream has grown to be The World
Standard in the business jet market in large

Waypoint is published for employees of Gulfstream
Aerospace Corporation. The magazine’s mission is to
inform and entertain; to bring together people from
our many sites, teams, disciplines and interests;
and to instill a sense of company pride. It also
seeks to provide thoughtful, in-depth articles on
our company’s people, programs and initiatives
in an effort to strengthen our common bond
and adhere to our corporate value.
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and deliver the world's finest aviation experience. In so doing we also highlight employees who lead, always demonstrating our value of integrity.
Take for example, the craftsmanship inside our aircraft. Gulfstream’s craftsmen have
raised the bar with furniture that exceeds our customers’ need for both beauty and
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We also provide service that can’t be matched. In fact, we are consistently ranked
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the FAST (Field Airborne Support Teams) trucks, deliver some of the quickest, most
convenient service for business jet operators on the move.
Over in Information Technology, Gulfstream’s Mobile Applications team is taking a
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“mobile-first" approach to meet the needs of both customers and employees. They
are leveraging people’s ideas for apps in every area of the company to lead the industry in custom application development.
Of course, teamwork is one of our best assets. When the G650 flew around the
world in 41 hours and 7 minutes, it wasn’t just a victory for the five pilots. More than
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30 people stepped out of their silos and worked together to plan the record-setting,

COVERS:

two-day flight.

Front and Back: Gulfstream's Field and Airborne
Support Teams (FAST) include more than 25 dedicated
technicians, engineers and pilots, two G150 aircraft,
a new 74-foot tractor-trailer and more than 20 other
rapid-response vehicles.
Front cover photo: Kathy Almand. Back cover photo:
Terry Duthu.

None of this would be possible without the pioneers who moved their families
from the fast-paced lifestyle of New York to the elegant southern city of Savannah in
the 1960s. Approximately 35 Grumman employees laid the groundwork for today’s
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CIRCULATION

No. 1 in product support for large-cabin business jets. Our service centers on wheels,
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place to work.

functionality. Their attention to detail sets the standard in fixtures and finishes.
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be possible without the many employees who

helped Gulfstream achieve its vision — to create
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part because of employees at all levels who

lead by example and make Gulfstream a great
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leader and play a role in our future.
Leadership is not a title, it is the influence you can demonstrate to inspire those
around you. I look forward to witnessing the leadership many of you will show as we
continue to set the standard for others in the business jet industry to follow.
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Read all about it! News about Gulfstream and our people.

REMEMBERING GRUMMAN PIONEERS
With the spirit of early pioneers, approximately 35 Grumman employees
moved their families from the security of their jobs in Bethpage and the
fast-paced style of New York to the elegant southern city of Savannah in
1966. Meet the pioneers who laid the groundwork for today’s Gulfstream.

A PRESCRIPTION FOR RX SAVINGS
Are you making the most of your prescription drug coverage? Gulfstream
employees have the tools to find the best price on prescription drugs.

MOBILE FIRST
The mobile industry is moving fast. Gulfstream is keeping up with a
“mobile-first" approach to meet the ever-changing needs of both external
and internal customers.
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G650 WORLD RECORD
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FAST TRUCKS GIVE CUSTOMERS
PEACE OF MIND
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MAKING FURNITURE THAT FLIES

When five pilots flew the Gulfstream G650 around the world in 41 hours
and 7 minutes, they didn’t just set a world record. They broke down
barriers.

Help isn’t far away with Gulfstream’s FAST trucks. These “service centers
on wheels” enable us to provide the quickest, most convenient service for
business jet operators.

It’s all in the details when Gulfstream completes a business jet’s interior
to meet the discerning tastes of its customers. Beauty and functionality
meet when Gulfstream’s craftsmen build furniture that flies.

26

TOOLING SAFETY

28

GULFSTREAM’S MID-CABIN FLEET

Gulfstream when they first opened the doors to the new facility in Savannah in 1967.
These are just a few stories that show us that anyone at Gulfstream can become a

AROUND THE GULFSTREAM WORLD

Gulfstream’s Tooling Safety and Control program helps ensure mechanics
and technicians have reliable, well-maintained, clearly designated and
labeled tools when and where they need them.

They may trace their lineage back to the Astra and Galaxy, but today’s
G150 and G280 are very much Gulfstream aircraft. These mid-cabin
business jets occupy a comfortable niche in today’s market.
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around

THE GULFSTREAM WORLD

G U L F S T R E A M L U T O N C E L E B R A T E S 1 0 TH A N N I V E R S A R Y

Europe’s business aviation hubs, was Gulfstream’s first international service
center.

GULFSTREAM TO EXPAND
IN BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA

SUZE ORMAN TAKES FINANCIAL
MESSAGE TO THE SITES

Isles Airport in Brunswick, Ga. The company signed a lease with the

When financial guru Suze

“We moved to Luton in 2003 because of the skilled employees available

Orman spoke in Savannah as

there and its prime location in relationship to our installed fleet,” said Larry

part of Gulfstream’s “Live Well.

Flynn, president, Gulfstream. “As our fleet continues to expand internationally,

Be Well.” speaker series, no

Gulfstream Luton will continue as a vital part of our world-class service and

one could have predicted the

support network.”

impact she would have on

more modern hangar and accompanying office space. The 75,000-square-

Gulfstream Luton, today with nearly 190 employees, has been under the

foot/6,968-square-meter hangar can accommodate 10 to 12 aircraft, depend-

direction of general manager Sumi Fonseka since May 2008. Technicians

ing on the mix of large-cabin and mid-cabin models. Adjacent to the hangar

service more than 100 aircraft monthly at the facility or off-site. In 2013, Luton

is a 10,000-square-foot/929-square-meter parts and materials warehouse,

technicians and the Europe-based Field and Airborne Support Team (FAST)

which opened in May 2011. It is currently stocked with more than $40 million

members have made more than 350 road trips to assist customers in Europe,
the Middle East, Africa and Asia.

corporations of our time,” and
cited the company’s health
care and retirement savings
options as impressive offerings.
To give her message to
even more Gulfstream fami-

GULFSTREAM TO BUILD NEW PRODUCT SUPPORT
DISTRIBUTION CENTER
Gulfstream is expanding its industry-leading aircraft service and support organization by adding a new worldwide Product Support Distribution Center in
Savannah.
The new building will be completed in early 2015 and will consolidate the company’s worldwide material distribution departments, which are currently
housed in several warehouse buildings near the main Gulfstream campus. The center will be home to more than 300 employees and approximately $900
RENDERING : RANDALL PAULSON

million in parts and materials inventory. Gulfstream
maintains a worldwide spare parts support inventory of more than $1.4 billion, the largest in the
business aviation industry.
“This will be a state-of-the-art facility that will improve our parts and materials capacity and further

The new Product Support Distribution Center, expected to be complete in 2015, will include 338,100-square-feet/
31,411-square-meters of storage/production area for aircraft parts and materials.
An additional 67,800-square-feet/6,299-square meters will be comprised of office space.

Gulfstream Brunswick, located about 75 miles south of Gulfstream headquarters in
Savannah, is expanding its service center, resulting in an additional 100 jobs.

lies, Orman took her easy-to-

on the road. In October, Jason

Spring 2014

to be completed by May 2015.

“Gulfstream is one of the great

approach to financial health

waypoint |

size of Gulfstream Brunswick’s current workforce.

RENDERING: HASKELL

In October 2011, Gulfstream Luton relocated to its current home, a larger,

The Luton facility, Gulfstream’s first international service center, has earned approval from
the European Aviation Safety Agency to perform comprehensive maintenance services on the
Gulfstream G650 and G280.

understand, common-sense

4

expected to create 100 additional jobs, a 50 percent increase in the

Orman told the crowd that

square meters. Facility expansion led to employee growth, and by the close

in inventory.

million, 110,000-square-foot/10,219-square-meter maintenance repair
and overhaul facility near its two existing hangars. The expansion is

turned out to be mutual.

of London, Luton’s hangar space doubled to 56,000 square feet/5,203
of 2007, Gulfstream Luton had nearly 100 employees, up from 40 in 2003.

Brunswick and Glynn County Development Authority to develop a $25

Groundbreaking is slated for later this year. Construction is scheduled

the audience. The admiration

Within a year of acquiring the operation, which is located 30 miles north

Gulfstream is expanding its service center at the Brunswick Golden

PH O T O : JAMI BR ANNE N
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Luton employees celebrated the 10-year anniversary of the service center
at London Luton Airport in the United Kingdom. The facility, located at one of

'LIVE WELL. BE WELL.'
HITS THE ROAD

Aiken, then senior vice presi-

Financial expert Suze Orman signs a book for a
Gulfstream employee attending the “Live Well.
Be Well.” speaker series in Long Beach.
Orman also took her message to employees
in Brunswick, Lincoln and Las Vegas.
Other visits are also planned.

dent and chief financial officer, and Jennifer Giffen, vice president of Human
Resources, accompanied Orman to Las Vegas, Lincoln and Long Beach.
Orman then visited Brunswick in early November.
Orman and our Benefits department are determined to help employees better understand their benefits package and help them make smart
decisions about their financial health. “When you feel control over your financial life, you feel more physically and emotionally healthy,” Orman says.

DR. OZ FOCUSED ON HEALTH

GULFSTREAM NAMED
MILITARY FRIENDLY
EMPLOYER
Gulfstream has been named a 2014 Military Friendly Employer® by
Victory Media, publisher of G.I. Jobs and Military Spouse. Gulfstream
earned the 20th spot in the 2014 list, moving up five places from the
2013 ranking.
“Gulfstream recognizes that all of our active military and veteran
employees have given something of themselves to this country and
our company,” said Larry Flynn, president, Gulfstream. “Gulfstream

Dr. Mehmet Oz, host of the two-time Emmy Award-winning “The Dr.

fosters a work environment where our military employees’ talents

Oz Show,” made an impression on the nearly 2,500 people gathered at

are appreciated and where they can continue to live by their values.”

Savannah’s convention center on Sept. 7.

Through focused sourcing and staffing efforts, Gulfstream inten-

enhance the speed and service capabilities of our

Oz conducted a private breakout session for Gulfstream employees and

tionally recruits military talent. Twenty-nine percent of Gulfstream’s

distribution network,” said Mark Burns, president,

their family members, who were able to ask questions about health, well-

14,000-employee workforce identifies themselves as serving reservists,

Gulfstream Product Support. “The technology and

ness, fitness and work/life balance.

guardsmen or military veterans.

processes we have invested in will give us the abil-

As part of Gulfstream’s “Live Well. Be Well.” speaker series, Oz focused

Gulfstream was showcased, along with other 2014 Military Friendly

ity to match the increasing demand for parts for an

on improving the physical, emotional, mental and financial health of

Employers, in the December edition of G.I. Jobs magazine and online

ever-growing worldwide Gulfstream fleet.”

Gulfstream employees and those who live in our communities.

at MilitaryFriendly.com. ✈
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Remembering

Grumman Pioneers
BY

SANDY JAMES

PHOTO: MATT STEPHAN

Employees from New York began setting up
operations in Savannah in 1966. The doors to the new
facility opened in June 1967. The Savannah site
has grown from one building to more than 20 around
the Savannah/Hilton Head International Airport.

demonstrations and riots were in the news, and
the economy was on a downturn. So why take
such a risk? For some, their jobs were moving
to Savannah so they followed. For others, it was
an opportunity.
For Fred Kropp, who moved with his wife
and six children, it was an opportunity. “I had
no chance of advancement where I was in

PHOTO: GULFSTREA M A RCHIVES

Bethpage. There were so many ahead of me.

W

And in those days, promotions were done by seniority,” says Kropp. “I started at
ith the spirit of early pioneers, approximately 35 Grumman

Bethpage right out of high school, then left to join the Navy. When the war was over,

employees, or Grummanites as they were called by the locals,

I came back to Grumman but had to wait a while for an opening. The job market

moved their families from the security of their jobs in Bethpage

was saturated with military people returning home. By the time I got back on board

and the fast-paced living style of New York to the elegant southern

at Grumman, there were so many guys ahead of me, my chances for advancement

city of Savannah, Ga., where the culture, as well as the climate, was

were slim. When I was offered an assistant foreman position to move to Savannah,

very different.

6

I grabbed it.”

Employees from New York began trickling into Savannah to set up operations in

Kropp retired in 1986 as a foreman in manufacturing operations. At one time

1966; and in June 1967, the doors to the new facility opened. By then, many of the

or another, all of his children have worked for the company he helped start in

families had made the move — a big risk for some. At the time, the country was

Savannah. Denis Kropp in Product Support and Sandy James in Employee

in turmoil. Under President Lyndon Johnson, the war in Vietnam had escalated,

Communications are still Gulfstream employees.
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Pictured left to right are Ann Stille, Billie Lewis and Knoxie
Crocker. Goldie Glenn later appointed Crocker to foreperson,
the first female to hold the position.

building or Building A. All of the airplane parts were built in Bethpage
and shipped to Savannah to assemble the aircraft. Like today, the engines were provided by Rolls-Royce and the wings were made by Avco
Aerostructures (now Triumph Aerostructures - Vought Aircraft Division).
Bob Dowse arrived in Savannah before the main building was com-

The differences between New York and Georgia
at the time were significant. One of the issues
the Grumman families had to overcome was the
shopping and transportation. In New York, you

plenty of public transportation. One example
many of the wives remember is that the grocery
stores in Savannah didn’t carry ricotta cheese,
a main staple in many Italian dishes and avail-

much less developed than it is today — there were
no malls, no roads past Armstrong Atlantic State University and no Interstate 95 —
everything was spread out, which made shopping more difficult.
PHOTO: GULFSTREAM ARCHIVES

Dan Murphy, who also moved his family to Savannah, says, “It was harder on the

production and engineering. He also is a charter member of the Savannah Retiree
Club. His daughter, Donna Murphy, works on the ERP project.

wives because their shopping, cooking and basic way of life all changed. I was in

Savannah was Grumman’s “Plant 55” and originally set up to be an assembly

the military so I adjusted fairly easy, plus I was at work most of the time. Still, we

plant. Approximately 100 employees were initially hired from the Savannah area.

were very happy we made the move and glad to get out of New York and the traffic.”

Within six months of the first hires, another 300 people were hired. Al Wright, one

Murphy retired in 1993 as a liaison between GV

of the original 100 employees, is still working in
Savannah as the community relations consultant for the Sustainability department.
Murphy adds, “One thing we found very unusual was the incredible skills of the people
hired. Everyone got on-the-job training, but the
real surprise was that the women hired turned
out to be excellent mechanics. In a five-toseven-year period in low bay, the number of
women mechanics went from 3 percent to 16
percent.” Up until then, women who worked
outside the home held mostly administrative
jobs.
In 1967, there was one aircraft model —
the new Gulfstream II jet — and one building, the one we refer to today as the Main

Savannah.

pretty good group of experienced people because of Hunter Army Air Field. Another

At the time, he was the only one in Materials and remembers working

reason was that, at the time, the Gulfstream program or any other commercial

out of a hangar at the airport. He had three employees in the first round

program was sort of an orphan in Bethpage.
“Anyway, we started the move and started advising customers that we were

“In 1966, Grumman flew 10 couples to Savannah on a GI for a look

in the service business in Savannah. It wasn’t doing us any good to have two

around,” says Dowse. “I don’t think many people were jumping at the

service centers open. So one day I decided to close the Bethpage service center

chance to leave the security of their Bethpage job. We were wined and

completely. It took a couple of months to get it done, and the move upset a lot of

dined and offered advancement to make the move.

people up there because now that they were about to lose it, supporting business

tunity very often.”

that had to be made. Because Savannah was

time and was tasked with moving the service center operation from Bethpage to

responsibility — the stockroom, expediting, and shipping and receiving.

the opportunity to start up a plant from scratch. You don’t get that oppor-

it sounds, it was one of the many adjustments

Goldie Glenn was the head of technical services for Product Support at the

“I didn’t foresee any problems,” says Glenn. “In Savannah, we had access to a

“But for me,” says Dowse, “the big incentive to relocate was being given

able in every grocery store in New York. Trivial as

training, publications and service — remained in Bethpage. That is, until 1968.

pleted. He was the foreman of Materials and came to set up his areas of

of 100 local hires — Andy Anderson, John Parker and Ralph Sanders.

could find anything you wanted, and there was

Support functions for the two operating GI and GII aircraft models — field service,

jets suddenly became the most important program at Bethpage.
“It was a bumpy road in Savannah for a while,” explains Glenn. “We had such
a small service crew, so we were always borrowing people from production. That

Dowse retired in 1993 as director of Material Planning and Control with

didn’t make the production side very happy. Plus, now we had customers in the

41 years with the company. Carrying on the family tradition is his daughter,

house who were able to roam freely around the facility and often walked up to the

Karen Blough, who works in the Materials organization that her father started from

people assembling the planes to ask questions. So the production people had to

scratch in 1966. His son, Robert, works in the quality organization.

learn to cope with those distractions.
“It took about three years to establish a solid product support program in Savannah. But we worked things out, got to know the
customers better than we ever had, and the service center took
off,” says Glenn. “Our product support organization has been a
favorite of customers ever since.”
Glenn later became president of Gulfstream and is the namesake of Gulfstream’s Goldie Glenn scholarships. He retired in 1992
after serving 52 years with the company. In 2011, Glenn was inducted into Georgia’s Aviation Hall of Fame.
Since the doors first opened in Savannah in 1967, the company
has continued to grow and prosper. Today we have facilities around
the world — from manufacturing and service sites to sales and customer service offices. Today Gulfstream employs more than 14,000
people worldwide. In Savannah alone, the company has grown from
a single building to more than 20 around the Savannah/Hilton Head
International Airport. The growth we have experienced is attributable
to a great product, dedicated and skilled employees, and the ground
work laid by the first Bethpage employees.
Although not many of the original “Grummanites” are with us today,

After setting up for assembly in Savannah, Goldie
Glenn was tasked with moving the service center
operation from Bethpage to Savannah in 1968. He
recalls that it took three years to establish a solid
product support program in Savannah.
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we are thankful for the spirit they instilled in those who took the

Grumman's “Plant 55" is pictured during night shift. One hundred employees were
initially hired in Savannah. Another 300 were hired within six months.
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pioneers who launched the beginning of the
Gulfstream fleet (per Savannah Retiree Club
records):
George Bartell

Fred Kropp

John Brown

Dan Murphy

Joe DeVita

George Stahl

Bob Dowse

Frank Vagnoni

Joe Frederick

Ron Wodkowski

Henry Kramer

From GII to G650:

Gulfstream Savannah opened its doors in 1967. Some of the people
who worked on those first GII aircraft are still working today.

Al Wright  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 years

In Memoriam:
Dave Arnott

Bob Knepton

Bill Bauer

Tom Lambert

Bill Brock

Pat Lynch

Joe Butler

Frank McMahon

Tom Cundy

Joe Miranda

George Doukas

Hank Morgan

Jiggs Dreyfus

Frank Moulis

Fred Eckert

Charlie Rintoul

Jim Finnegan

Tom Roe

Jake Fix

Bob Sendell

Stan Goshefski

Frank Warner

Bill Hallestein

Larry Wittendorf

Arnold Higgins

Jim Zupfer

Jerry Runyan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 years
Jerome Hendrix  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 years

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR PHARMACY BENEFITS

Fred Griffin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 years

BY LEE MANALE

W

Archie Bauer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 years
Al Crawford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 years

hether it’s buying a new television, fueling the car or stocking up on

retailers, you may also buy a 90-day supply at mail-order rates.

groceries, most people compare prices and look for the best deal.

YOUR HEALTH TEAM

Gulfstream employees have the tools to look for the best price on prescription

Larry Saxon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 years
Neal Jarrett  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 years

Just like your out-of-pocket costs for medical services vary depending on

your medications. He or she can explain how different drugs work together and

where you receive those services, the same holds true for your prescription

the possible side effects. Your pharmacist can also help avert any bad drug

drugs. It pays to compare and using network providers is important.

interactions or duplications.

Gulfstream’s medical plans provide our employees and their dependents with
valuable prescription drug coverage through Prime Therapeutics*. Are you mak-

people were responsible for starting the first
service department in Savannah in 1968. That
two-hangar operation is now an award-winning
global Product Support organization:

Prime Therapeutics offers several options for filling your prescripPHOTO: SAN DY J A MES

With basically nothing here, the following

ing the most of this benefit?

A plaque commemorating the first Grumman Retiree Club and Grumman's contributions
to the aviation industry is placed at the Mighty Eighth Air Force Museum in Pooler, Ga.

tions, and your out-of-pocket costs vary depending on which pharmacy you choose. Think of it like one prescription plan with two
networks: the Prime Therapeutics network and a smaller, Preferred
Retail network.
Here’s how it works:

PRIME THERAPEUTICS NETWORK
The Prime Therapeutics Network offers a broad network of national and independent pharmacies. When you choose a Prime network pharmacy, your coinsurance will be somewhat higher than the

John Montalto

Preferred Retail Network, and only a 30-day supply will be available

Jim Lacy

at retail. If you are on a maintenance medication, you could save

Jim Doty

by getting a 90-day supply of your medications by mail. Visit www.

Dick Seitz
Jim Burnes

myprime.com for a mail-order form.

PREFERRED RETAIL NETWORK
The Preferred Retail Network is comprised of these specific national retailers — Kmart, Kroger, Target, Walgreens and Walmart —

Editors Note: As with any tribute, we
undoubtedly missed a few names.
To those people and their families,
we apologize.

10
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and the Community Pharmacy Network (a network of over 1,600
local pharmacies).
You’ll pay the lowest cost at a preferred retail location. In addition
to obtaining a 30-day supply of your medication at one of these

Visit the Prime Therapeutics website at myprime.com or call 855-457-0004 to
ensure you are making the most of your pharmacy benefits. ✈
*Employees with Aetna International, Kaiser or Hawaii Health Plus have different prescription plans.

WALMART PHARMACY OPENS
AT SAVANNAH SITE
A new Walmart pharmacy opened at Savannah’s main facility just off of Robert B. Miller Road
on Jan. 14. The pharmacy, located in the East (Blue) Parking Lot near Post 7, will serve both
Gulfstream employees and their dependents. The phone number is 912-964-9851.
The pharmacy hours are 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. Because the pharmacy
is located outside Gulfstream’s secured area, employees’ family members can use it without
having to go through security. Designated parking and a drive-thru window are available.
Pharmacist Gillian Dowd, who will

PHOTO: J AMI BRA NNEN

Charlie Lewis

Earl Schaeffer

Your pharmacist is an important part of your health team. When you fill all
your prescriptions at one pharmacy, your pharmacist can get to know you and

drugs, too.

Jim Joyce

BUILDING AN
AWARD-WINNING
SERVICE CENTER

P H O T O : IST O C K

A Prescription for
Rx Savings

reins after them. Listed below are some of the

manage the pharmacy and a staff of
two pharmacy technicians, wants to
develop relationships with employees so she can help manage their
medications to ensure no adverse reactions and help employees pay the
lowest price possible. She will provide
advice when needed, including offering counseling in a separate area so
that privacy is respected.
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Mobile First
T

Mobile apps certainly help those who fly on a Gulfstream business

Left to right: Carrie Michlig, Jerry Porter, Ryan Rader, Peter Weilnau, Ryan Ashley, Chris Bass,
Brett Vandenhouten, Steve Arsenault and Hannah Byrne comprise Gulfstream’s Mobile Applications team.

jet, but the Mobile Applications group also creates interesting apps
for employees.
“There are lots of opportunities to create a more productive and

RANDOM ACTS
OF MOBILITY

he mobile industry is moving fast. To keep up, Gulfstream is taking a

them expand their portfolio of apps to move to the next level of integrated app

efficient employee environment,” Arsenault says. “Mobility and mo-

“mobile-first" approach to meet the ever-changing needs of both external and

development.

bile apps can enable that. Unlike traditional IT organizations, we are

“Sometimes we see what I like to call,

“What we are doing on new projects is partnering with the business unit and

servicing both the internal and external audiences. It’s an interesting

‘random acts of mobility,’” Arsenault says.

putting them on the project team, side-by-side with our developers,” says Steve

dynamic that creates opportunities where we are working on projects

“When a group finds a need they may look

Arsenault, IT Applications manager. “They are collaborating with us and helping

that aren’t just helping one group.”

within to build it. This may bring an app to

internal customers.
Information Technology’s Mobile Applications group is leading Gulfstream’s
mobile application development efforts, working alongside Sales and Marketing,
Product Support and many other groups who support the company’s advancement

us with quicker iterations and deliverables. We can get something in their hands

Gulfstream is preparing to launch its first SAP-connected apps with

toward mobile. Gulfstream has developed or supported deployment of a series of

right away and seek feedback. They might say, ‘this isn’t working’ or ‘that’s not what

the CRM (Customer Relationship Management) app and the Deal

for a number of reasons. One is they may

apps that help both customers and employees.

I expected.’ We can change direction quickly and deliver something every two

Sheet app.

not get a competitive bid on the project.

“From my perspective, we are in the mobile business as well as the manufacturing business,” says Hannah Byrne, senior manager of IT Applications. “What we

weeks. That way our customers can tell us whether or not we are on track before
the project is done.”

PHOTO: STEPHANIE LIPSCOMB

GULFSTREAM TAKES ITS MOBILE APPLICATION
PORTFOLIO TO THE NEXT LEVEL

market quickly, but can also be a problem

“There is an infinite amount of opportunity for us to leverage peo-

Another is that what is developed may

ple’s ideas for apps in every area of the business,” Byrne says. “When

use technology or systems that nobody at

you look at other corporations our size, they aren’t doing anything

Gulfstream knows about or supports.”

Mobile Applications works closely with
Marketing Services, including interactive web
developers (left to right) Jessica Reiling and
Eugenia Perez, to ensure the look and feel of mobile
applications is consistent across Gulfstream’s brand.

build — business jets — is the most mobile thing on the planet. Our customers

It really is a foundational shift in how IT integrates with the business, says Byrne.

are the most mobile people in the world. We have to do everything we can to

“It’s much more a 50-50 partnership and less of an order-taking position. We want

enable mobility in technology for them day and night.”

to make sure we are bringing the level of technology and the deliverable that they

Mobile development has come a long way since Gulfstream’s first

need to the table. We bring the expertise from the mobile industry to the table and

app was released in 2008, but there is still much progress to be made.

develop ideas for mobile applications. If a team has an idea for a specific app, they can

“I feel like we will be successful when something we build is ac-

use IT’s Service Request Management System to request an app. IT will work with the

“We’ve built a centralized group that can service the business for a variety of
their mobile needs. It doesn’t necessarily mean building everything from scratch.

they bring the knowledge from their business unit.”

close to the custom app development work we are doing.”

Arsenault and Byrne encourage employees
to work with IT’s Mobile Applications group to

“This new way of developing and deploying applications is not immune to chal-

tually a line item on the deal sheet,” Byrne says. “There is some

lenges and problems,” Arsenault says. “The entire team is learning to work and

piece of mobile enablement that will be integrated with the planes.

“When we program a custom app, we build components and those components can

collaborate in ways that are different to what the organization is accustomed. New

It could be something we can’t even imagine at this point, that is so

be reused in other apps. As we develop more apps, we will have a catalog of features that

processes are being developed constantly and the team flexibility and contribu-

integral to that deal and they will be able to re-sell it in future deals.

can be easily added. The result is a very efficient development lifecycle. We also partner

plication development than other IT models: an iterative or incremental approach

tions go above and beyond. I’m thrilled to be working with such a talented group

That will show that the joining of mobile and manufacturing has

with Marketing Services and Legal to ensure the content and look and feel of the app are

to development ensures what is built meets the needs of the customer. This helps

of people and have the utmost confidence in their capabilities to deliver results.”

occurred.” ✈

consistent across Gulfstream’s brand,” Byrne says.

It can mean leveraging third party applications or altering them. It can also mean
partnering with a service provider or a third party development firm. But, we are the
conduit for mobile development at Gulfstream.”
To achieve their goals, Mobile Applications is taking a different approach to ap-

business unit to meet their specific needs.

BY LAURA WENTZ
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G650
World
Record
Putting a plan in place
BY HEIDI FEDAK

W

hen five pilots flew the Gulfstream G650 around the world in 41 hours and

McGrath, Ross Oetjen and Bud Ball.

Lavrisa and Dave Green ran flight profiles, with Green establishing a mission

Marketing. Engineering. Flight Operations. Product Support. Corporate

“Universal [Universal Weather and Aviation, Inc.] must have run 100 different

control center in San Diego so he could run real-time profiles and update

Maintenance. Dispatch. Departmental lines forgotten, more than 30 people

routes for me using different winds, different tech stops,” Jarrett says. “There were

the pilots, allowing them to maximize ground speed. A National Aeronautic

stepped out of their silos and spent several months planning a two-day flight.

so many pieces to the puzzle, so if we changed one thing, we had to change

Association observer joined the team to provide independent verification

everything else, too.”

of speeds, ground stops and aircraft weight. Two days’ worth of food was

Jarrett, a Gulfstream demonstration pilot who’s also responsible for coordinating the

In theory, the G650 could accomplish the flight in three legs, if there were no

bought, organized and stocked onboard at takeoff. A list of spares — any-

company’s world records. “We put a ton of time and energy into making sure things

winds. Since the aircraft would be flying into head winds near big bodies of water,

thing that could be changed in less than an hour — was compiled and

went well. We had a lot of meetings with Corporate Maintenance, Engineering,

it made more sense to do four legs at Mach 0.90 rather than three at Mach 0.85.

packed on the plane. Gulfstream Marketing outfitted the cockpit with video

“From the get-go, we didn’t want to make this a one-off record,” Jarrett says. “We

Dispatch, Flight Ops. We had a couple of meetings with 25 people in them.”

cameras and gave the pilots tips on getting good shots.

As the saying goes, it takes a village.

didn’t modify the aircraft in any way, so it was representative of any customer’s air-

“The amount of what-ifs we ran for this thing is unbelievable,” Jarrett says.

And the G650’s record-setting flight in July 2013 was no different.

craft. In fact, it was a customer’s aircraft. We wanted to make this a clear example

“We wanted to make sure we accounted for every scenario, for anything

The cross-functional team, bent on making sure the record attempt ran smoothly,

of what any G650 could do. We chose distances that were not even close to the

that could go wrong.”

evaluated every possible scenario, beginning with the flight crew.

way the certifying organization defines
the record,” Jarrett explains. “They time
you from the time you take off until you

IT TAKES A VILLAGE.
A number of Gulfstream employees assisted with
the G650’s around-the-world record, including:

Says Horne, “There are little things that could go wrong that would cause
Of course, there were important things

the whole mission to go awry.”

the team couldn’t control, but they gave

But in the end, nothing did. The aircraft performed flawlessly, circling

it their best shot. The all-important tech

the globe in 41 hours, 7 minutes and establishing a world record in the

stops in Guam, Dubai and Cape Verde

C-1.l aircraft class. The world record was officially certified by the National

were carefully selected and coordinated.

Aeronautic Association and the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale in

Danny Allen

Bud Fidrych

Ross Oetjen

Kathy Almand

Randy Gaston

Eric Parker

Randy Baldridge

Dave Green

Dave Perez

Fueling teams received video instruc-

September 2013. The G650 recorded an average speed of 568.5 miles per

have one crew flying for 41 hours, so we

Bud Ball

Tom Horne

Martin Placke

tions and rehearsed the fueling proce-

hour (915 kilometers per hour) on the journey, claiming 22 city-pair speed

knew it would have to be a large num-

Alberto Bernaola

Tom Huff

Keith Powell

Allen Boone

Mike Jarrett

Ahmed Ragheb

dures ahead of time. Gulfstream pilots,

records in the process.

Jeanette Brewer

Chris Kabureck

David Sowards

maintenance technicians and field service representatives were dispatched

land, including ground stops. In addition
to average ground speed, we had to

ber of pilots working in shifts.”
Careful consideration resulted in a

Emily Ann Caldwell

Dave Klein

Matthew Stephan

five-member flying team that featured

Michael Clevenger

Tom Lavrisa

Dave Travis
Neil Vernon

to assist at each ground stop. The pi-

Ben Debry

Lester Lawrence

Tom Horne as the pilot in command

Georg Demmler

Terry Logan

lots who would fly the G650 from San

working with pilots Eric Parker, John

Brian Durrence

John McGrath

Diego ventured west a few days before

Bruce Egart

Jason Merret
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“There’s a unique challenge with the

max range of the airplane.”

PHOTO: KATHY ALMAND

With the pilots picked, the team turned its attention to the all-important route.

7 minutes, they didn’t just set a world record. They broke down barriers.

“From initial planning to execution, it probably took six or eight months,” says Mike

14

departure to adjust their circadian rhythms for night-flying. Engineers Tom

✈

From top: Pilots Ross Oetjen and Tom Horne man the cockpit during a
portion of the Gulfstream G650 world-record flight. Gulfstream employees
Alberto Bernaola, David Perez and Mike Jarrett, along with a ground crew from Safeport,
provided support during a tech stop in Cape Verde. David Klein, an avionics
technician based in Savannah, completes maintenance on the G650
before its record-setting flight. Pilots Ross Oetjen, Eric Parker, Tom Horne,
Bud Ball and John McGrath made up the five-member flying team.
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Getting an AOG back in the air tops the priority list for the FAST truck teams, but their capabilities include
inspections, line-service maintenance, engine changes, modifications and compliance with service bulletins.

FAST
Trucks
give customers peace of mind

PRODUCT SUPPORT’S NEWEST RESOURCE
IS A HIT WITH CUSTOMERS

L

ike fog on a summer day in the San Francisco Bay Area, the news is spreading.
From San Jose to Hayward to Oakland and San Francisco, the talk in many hangars frequented by Gulfstream

aircraft is something like this: “If you need them, they will come.”

A similar phrase is making the rounds about 350 miles down the California coast at general aviation airports north
of Los Angeles.
“Word is spreading about what we’re doing,” said Gulfstream Long Beach employee John King, who manages
Van Nuys and Hayward, Calif.-based mobile maintenance units within Gulfstream’s Field and
Airborne Support Teams (FAST).
King and his group of select employees provide some of the quickest, most
convenient service for business jet operators. Their specially equipped commercial
truck is a self-sufficient entity that enables
Gulfstream FAST members to service an
aircraft on the ground (AOG) or fix aircraft
experiencing a wide range of issues.
Getting an AOG back in the air tops
the priority list for the FAST truck teams,
but their capabilities include inspections,
line-service maintenance, engine changes,
modifications and compliance with service
bulletins.
“It’s like a service center on wheels,” said
Drew Boen, who manages a Gulfstream
G550 based in the Bay Area for business
aviation services company TWC Aviation.

BY SEAN COUGHLIN
16
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Gulfstream’s FAST trucks are specially equipped for a road trip to quickly respond to the needs of the customer.
With the right equipment and tools on board, the dedicated technicians are ready to get a customer back in the air.

PowerPoint presentations came to an end,
the prototype left standing was a 24-footlong by 8-foot-wide box on a medium-duty
commercial chassis cab. Three of the four
custom-designed FAST trucks are this size;

COVERAGE TERRITORY
OF FAST VEHICLES
INCLUDES AIRPORTS
IN THE FOLLOWING
METROPOLITAN AREAS:

quickly and also accommodate large equipment like jacks or a hydraulic mule,” Frey
said.
King’s two- and three-person teams in Van

Houston – Bush Intercontinental, Hobby,
Ellington, Sugar Land Regional.
Los Angeles – Bob Hope (Burbank),
Van Nuys, Camarillo, Santa Barbara Municipal.
New York – Teterboro, N.J.; Morristown (N.J.)

Nuys and Hayward, located within a short

Municipal; Westchester County (White Plains, N.Y.),

drive of more than 160 Gulfstream operators,

Republic (Farmingdale, N.Y.).

have been cross-trained to handle avionics,
interior and mechanical issues.
The Hayward-based group recently com-

San Francisco – Hayward Executive,
San Francisco International, Mineta San Jose
International, Oakland International.

pleted its first “A check,” an inspection of an
aircraft with at least 12 months or 500 hours
of operation. The customer was Minarsch.
“I was very pleased with the service I received,” Minarsch said. “They completed
the job in about 3 1/2 days, which is about

Technical data access
Ground power unit
Hydraulic mule

cians, many of whom live where they serve Gulfstream customers.

Bottles

FAST VEHICLE
CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:
Aircraft-on-ground support
Avionics installation and repair
Compliance with service bulletins
Engine change
Inspections
Interior repairs
Line-service repairs
Part removal and installation

Spring 2014

The first custom-designed FAST truck was deployed in Hayward, near San Francisco, in

Work tables

Replacement parts

waypoint |

FASTER RESPONSE TIME

designed truck was stationed in the New York area. Each team includes dedicated techni-

Air compressor

space with Minarsch’s at San Francisco

my hangar.”

Power carts

Consolidated tool box

Boen, whose aircraft shares hangar

a Bay Area-based G550. “They’ve got more capabilities in their truck than I, per se, have in

December 2012. Two more were later positioned near Los Angeles and Houston. A custom-

Jacks

saved me from flying down to Long Beach.”

“They’re local; they’re accessible,” said Solairus Aviation’s Bob Minarsch, who also manages

Generator

Ladders

18

two days less than it usually takes. And they

PHOTO: KA THY ALMAND

EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
ON MOST FAST TRUCKS
INCLUDE:

praises of the FAST truck and technicians.
“They’ve helped me out four or five times,”
Boen said. “There’s nothing like the Gulfstream
FAST truck. It kind of has an 18-wheeler vibe.
When it rolls up, that thing is ready to go. It has

the Van Nuys vehicle is slightly smaller.
“We wanted something that could react

International Airport, is not shy about singing the

the equipment you need and the factory-trained
technicians. The truck and the team are amazing.”

NEVER QUIT; NEVER FAIL
Johnson said King and his teams have been
good ambassadors for Gulfstream.
“The customers are extremely pleased about
the professionalism of the technicians, John’s
leadership and the team’s willingness to go
above and beyond,” she said.
King, a former U.S. Army serviceman, takes a
military-like approach to his job. His mantra is

GULFSTREAM FIELD AND
AIRBORNE SUPPORT
TEAMS INCLUDE:
Two dedicated G150 aircraft (U.S.)
More than 25 dedicated technicians, engineers
and pilots (U.S. and Europe)
More than 20 rapid-response vehicles, including
four specially equipped trucks (U.S. and Europe)

“never quit; never fail.”
“We jokingly call ourselves GSOC — Gulfstream
Special Operations Command,” he said. “There is
no shift turnover. We work in all weather conditions. When we accept the work order, we stay
on it until it is completed. We give customers a
single point of contact and we update them on
their aircraft every four hours.”
King doesn’t hesitate when asked what he

If one of the service centers is not close by, Gulfstream's Product Support still wants to provide
the customer with peace of mind. FAST also has two dedicated G150 aircraft in the U.S.

“Road trips were and still are a big part of our business,” said Becky Johnson, general
manager and vice president at Gulfstream Long Beach. “In the past, it’s been a challenge to
respond to some customers as quickly as we’d like. After you sign the work authorizations, get
the right tools and equipment together, get the replacement part, take care of the logistics —
all the standard things for a road trip — several hours may have gone by. That’s too long for
our customers and not acceptable to us.
“With these FAST trucks, we are better able to support customers in real time in Van Nuys
and Burbank. Now, we have people there, with the tools and equipment they need.”
In 2011, Gulfstream Product Support tasked Darrell Frey, a director, with developing a mobile maintenance vehicle. The goal was to provide plane-side service — particularly aircrafton-ground support — in areas with a high volume of Gulfstream operators and transient
Gulfstream traffic.
“We talked about wanting to give our customers peace of mind,” Frey said. “Even if one of
our service centers is not close by, we want them to know that Gulfstream can assist them if
they need help.”
Frey looked at vehicles of many different sizes and shapes. When the research and
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looks for in a team member.

billboard on wheels turn heads with its vinyl wrap of a G650 flying in a brilliant

“It’s not just technical ability,” he said. “I want someone who is very cool, calm

blue sky, but the bells and whistles aboard are there for a reason.

and collected under immense pressure,” he said. “Everything about them has to

Including seeing through the legendary San Francisco fog.

be professional — from their appearance to how they interact with customers.”

“The Hayward truck has four 500-watt halogen directional lights,” King said.

It doesn’t hurt that FAST technicians look the part in their uniform of Gulfstream

“When these are on at night it’s almost like you’re working in the daytime. We

FAST logo-emblazoned blue polo shirts, custom pants and black steel-toed boots.

joke that when we turn on the lights, you wouldn’t know if you were looking at

Then there’s the truck they travel in to their assignments. Not only does the

Candlestick Park or the FAST truck.” ✈

Help is on the Way

SPECIALLY EQUIPPED 74-FOOT
TRACTOR-TRAILER MAKES DEBUT AT 2014 SUPER BOWL

Gulfstream’s biggest and most capable Field and Airborne Support Teams
(FAST) vehicle, a 74-foot/22.6-meter specially equipped tractor-trailer, will en-

trucks at the NFL Conference championship games in Denver and Seattle in

hance our support of operators attending major U.S.-based events. The vehicle

January.

made its debut for the 2014 Super Bowl on Sunday, Feb. 2.
“This supersized FAST vehicle allows us to more effectively support big
events that get a large volume of Gulfstream traffic,” said Mark Burns, president,
Gulfstream Product Support. “Its size alone enables us to put enough tools, tech-

BY EMILY BELFORD

rate board meetings. Gulfstream also supported operators with two smaller FAST

“We are always looking for new ways to demonstrate our commitment to our
customers,” Burns said. “This is the next step in our evolution as the top product
support organization in business aviation.”

✈
PHOTO: MATT STEPHAN

nicians and parts on board to assist multiple operators simultaneously. With
built-in features such as a generator, air compressor, satellite dish and Wi-Fi,
and capacity to hold equipment as large as an auxiliary power unit, it is virtually
a service center on wheels.”

THE CAPABILITIES OF THE FAST
TRACTOR-TRAILER INCLUDE:
Technical data access
Line-service repairs

I

Engine exchanges
Post-flight and storage inspections
Unscheduled inspections
Cabin interior repairs

THE TRACTOR-TRAILER’S
FEATURES INCLUDE:

n the more than 20 years that Mark Barnes has worked in Gulfstream’s Wood
Fabrication and Finishing department in Savannah, he’s seen plenty of things
change.

But one thing hasn’t: Gulfstream’s perennial quest to ensure its fixtures

and finishes set the standard and support the goal of building aircraft

Room for six technicians

that fly higher, faster and farther.

Satellite dish

When Barnes came to Gulfstream, the wood in the aircraft was

On-board computer

walnut and it was finished with either oil or a light lacquer. Through

Work stations with full capabilities

the years, this craftsman and his team have played a vital role in

Lounge/office

raising the bar for Gulfstream’s furnishings.

Interior lighting, compressed air and HVAC powered by on-board generator

“I can remember vividly when we started doing our first high-build

Kitchen area includes refrigerator and freezer

finish,” recounts Barnes, master craftsman. “Our manager came
back from a Las Vegas air show, shook everyone’s hand and said, ‘I

The FAST tractor-trailer is supporting at least 20 events for Gulfstream

have to tell you what happened. When we opened the doors of our

in 2014, including the Daytona 500 in Daytona Beach, Fla., the Masters in
Augusta, Ga., the Gulfstream Operators and Suppliers Conference and corpo-

20
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This new 74-foot tractor-trailer, which made its debut at the 2014 Super Bowl, will be in attendance
at several major U.S.-based events this year. It is virtually a service center on wheels, with room for
six technicians ready to assist multiple operators at one time.

Gulfstream display, we knocked their socks off.’”

The cabin aboard this G550 combines productivity with beauty and comfort.
It all starts in the skilled hands of Gulfstream's furniture fabrication shops. The shops are located
in the Completion Centers in Appleton, Brunswick, Dallas, Long Beach and Savannah.
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of the finest slices of hardwood in the world, most
recently Pommele Sapele, to the graceful curve of
the divan’s rolled edges. That means Kendryna has
to steam the sheet of veneer until it is malleable
enough to conform to the curve — all while knowing that this sheet of wood is the only such sheet
of wood in the world, and it must be perfectly applied to this piece of furniture.
Kendryna isn’t fazed at all by this process. While
he has been at Gulfstream for only about three
years, his expertise and craftsmanship are top
level.
“Since I was a kid in shop, I always loved woodworking,” Kendryna says. “When a course on veneers opened up at Savannah Tech, taught by
Eddie Cockman [senior cabinetmaker in Premium
Furniture Build], I hadn’t done veneers at my shop
before, so I thought it would be interesting to take
a class. When I went into it, I didn’t know it was
taught by Gulfstream. I was just looking for a class
on veneers. Mark Prince came up to me after the
class and encouraged me to apply for a job.”
The importance of getting it right the first time
is not lost on Kendryna. He doesn’t rush his work,
but instead focuses on the finished product that
not only has Gulfstream’s reputation behind it, but
his own as well.
It’s all in the details on this G450, down to the storage cabinet. Flying higher, faster and farther requires making the fixtures lighter, without sacrificing quality.

After Kendryna applies the veneer and “bags”

And they’ve been knocking socks off ever since, a feat that isn’t as easy as

The logs are cut into what are called flitches — single-ply sheets of veneer sliced

his divan in a sealed vacuum bag to remove any

it sounds. After all, the brilliant high-build finish, also known as a piano finish,

to a thinness of about .015 - .020 of an inch. The sheets are sequenced in the

air caught between the veneer and the panel, the

takes piano-maker Steinway a year to get right. Our craftsmen have just four or

order they were sliced to maintain visual consistency throughout the aircraft.

piece is deconstructed and painted, and the ve-

five days to get their pieces ready for center stage. And they have plenty of stage

Large logs can provide enough veneer for a fleet of aircraft and some customers

neered panels make their way back to finishing.

moms whispering from behind the scenes, encouraging them to reduce the

reserve these logs for current and future aircraft.

Today’s high-build finish consists of avia-

“When you walk onto a Gulfstream, you are walking next to sheets one and

tion-grade materials and ultraviolet treatments.

Barnes and his team work with some of the finest hardwoods in the world.

two on the entranceway panels, then on the acoustic doors, three and four,

But the machines definitely don’t do all the work.

With each plane they produce, the craftsmen have to consider where it’s going

then across the aisle, five, six, seven and so on,” explains Mark Prince, opera-

Gulfstream craftsmen still sand by hand and apply

and what effect that might have on the interior materials.

tions senior manager in Final Phase Furniture Center. “To honor that sequence

layer upon layer of clear coat followed by a hand

is one of the more important things that we do. When you are walking through

buff that takes the shine over the top.

build time and make the fixtures lighter, all without sacrificing quality.

He also understands that as Gulfstreams fly higher, the furniture on the plane
has to flex as the plane flexes — all the way down to the finish.
But let’s back up. A few things need to happen before a cabinet gets to
Barnes’ shop.

GETTING DRESSED
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SPECIAL TREATMENT

the aircraft, you are literally walking through the log as it was harvested, as it
was flitched.”
Before the wood can be finished, Gulfstream woodworkers need to dress the
“carcass” of a piece of furniture in the veneer.

While the exotic hardwoods come in a multitude of patterns and colors, all at the hand of
Mother Nature, they don’t always behave like they
should, especially in an industry that is reliant

The wood for the roughly 38 components on an aircraft is typically harvested

Most days, Gregg Kendryna can be found at his bench in the G650 Furniture

on scientific methods and precision. The pesky

from a very old, hard log. When customers buy a Gulfstream, they can choose

Fabrication Shop, applying veneers to divan cabinetry. It’s a process that allows

Smoky Eucalyptus, for instance, has a more open

from the company’s exclusive Live Log Program, which holds at least 100 logs

pretty much no margin of error. Once he has the two pieces of veneer that have

grain than Red Gum. Those open grains have to be

from a variety of exotic species in reserve exclusively for Gulfstream customers.

been bookmarked for the divan, he sets about molding the fragile sheet of one

sealed, or the finish won’t work.
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Gregg Kendryna, senior cabinetmaker, molds the fragile sheet of hardwood to the rolled edges of a divan.
The margin for error is slim because the veneer sheets are placed in the sequence the log was harvested.
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same; it’s all got to be treated a little bit differently,” says Prince. “Depending on
the grain, the polyurethanes tend to shrink over time, and they shrink into the
grains differently. You can’t treat every log the same; even within species there
are variations. You’ll have some species that always finish good, and then you’ll

cabinets. Fortunately, the finishing shop has enough people to work in concert
and meet the tight deadlines.
“We used to have six employees in the shop,” says Barnes. “Now we have
more than 70.”
There is, of course, much more to outfitting a Gulfstream than finishing and

get a tree that doesn’t cooperate.”

veneers. While we never lose sight of that continuous goal of lighter, faster

Perfection does not come easy.

and farther, it’s the attention to detail in every phase of manufacturing that

The ultraviolet (UV) base coat helps tame difficult wood. A run through the UV

ensures the quality will never falter. And it is Gulfstream people who make

machine cures the base coat to build the layers of the finish. The harder the sur-

that happen.

face gets, thanks to the UV, the less likely the finish is to seep into the open grains.

“This is bar none the best shop I have ever worked in,” Prince says. “Our team

The finish process itself involves about six layers, with fine hand sanding in

is phenomenal. They can do anything. The level of craftsmanship and profes-

between, and a final buff. A great deal of labor goes into one plane’s worth of

P H O T O S C O U R T E SY O F C O LIN SM IT H

“One of the biggest challenges of working with wood is that none of it is the

sionalism — I wouldn’t want to go anywhere else.” ✈

PHO T O : KAT HY ALMAND

Mark Barnes, master craftsman, runs a sheet of veneer through the UV machine. The machine cures the base coat to help build the layers of finish.

By day, Colin Smith builds furniture for Gulfstream in Long Beach, but in his free time he builds pieces like this case for antique guns (left). Smith brought home first prize in the specialty items category in
the Veneer Tech Craftsman's Challenge for this Russian-style case (center). The build process took a year and a half with the intricate carving and 600 pieces of individually-placed gold leaf. Smith's love of
furniture making is evident in this Hepplewhite reproduction (right). His skill for fine furniture making developed while working as a coach builder on the British railways.

A HOBBY ALL IN A DAY’S WORK

COLIN SMITH IS LIVING AND WORKING THE AMERICAN DREAM

BY LAURA WENTZ

Find a job you love and you’ll never work a day in your life. Those words from
the ancient Chinese philosopher Confucius ring true for many people today.
Colin Smith is one of them. He has taken a path that perfectly marries his love
of furniture making with a career that truly inspires him.
When you talk to this Long Beach cabinetmaker, who emigrated from England,
it’s obvious that he is full of pride for Gulfstream, the art of furniture and all that
becoming an American citizen has given him.

tools for the first three years of the four-year apprenticeship. Everything was done
by hand. It drew me in and I’ve progressively made pieces harder and harder
to develop my skill.”
Beyond his apprenticeship, Smith’s fine craftsmanship is both self-taught and

my hobby,” Smith says. “America is the best country in the world. I’m so lucky

Tech Craftsman’s Challenge in July 2013. The Russian-style case he entered

to be here. It’s given me so much. I’m living the American dream. I pinch myself

took a year and a half to build by hand, with intricate carving and 600 pieces of

every day.”

individually-placed 24-karat gold leaf.

Smith moved to the states in 1997 after meeting his wife on one of his many

“I put everything in to my work, at home and at Gulfstream. I feel when a

bus trips in the United States. He began working for Gulfstream soon after and

customer gets a piece of my work, they are literally getting a piece of my work.

became a U.S. citizen in 2010.

It’s not just a piece of furniture I’m building for them.”

“I’m a very proud American. I spent half the day in tears when I was going

Seeing his finished product on a Gulfstream is extremely satisfying, Smith says.

through the ceremony. I don’t see citizenship as a right; I consider it a privilege.

“There’s a real sense of pride in working at Gulfstream. It’s a nice thing to go
on a plane and think, ‘I built that.’
“Working at Gulfstream, some of the techniques here that the guys have de-

When the work day is done, Smith heads home to his own workshop to build

veloped for woodworking, I’ve adopted at home and vice versa. Sometimes the

period furniture from the mid-1700s to the early 1800s. His love for fine furniture

old-fashioned ways are quite quick and quite smooth. My co-workers find some

developed after an apprenticeship as a coach builder on the British railways

of my techniques rather old school, but they see a benefit for some of it. I’ve

starting at age 16.

seen an increase in using hand planes since I’ve come here.”

“When I started on the railroad, part of building railroad cars was the heavy,
wood-frame construction. We had to do everything — steel, fiberglass and woodwork. When we were being taught the basic heavy-frame construction, I just
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“On the railroad it was very old school. We were not allowed to use power

award-winning. He won first prize in the specialty items category in the Veneer

wanted to feel as if I really deserved it.”

waypoint |

furniture and that’s when I found my interest in fine furniture.

“I’m working on one of the best products out there and I’m getting paid to do

I was eligible for citizenship after about seven years. I waited 11 or 12 years. I
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found there was a real love of woodwork there. I decided to start reading up on

Smith is hoping for a special customer request to come his way some day.
“I’m always dreaming of that customer who will come along and want period
furniture on their Gulfstream.” ✈
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ou need the right tool for the job. That’s been a mantra craftsmen and oth-

without the right tool, product quality will suffer, they won’t be as efficient and

cians have reliable, well-maintained, clearly designated and labeled tools when

they may risk injury.

and where they need them, says Jim Perdue, tooling and equipment safety man-

Consider a Gulfstream technician who has to drill a precise hole at a certain

ager in EHS. The program will be especially useful when new tools need to be

angle through a piece of titanium that’s already mounted on an aircraft struc-

created, because it will allow Gulfstream to manage the entire process, including

ture. In addition to using the drill, he will use other tools — measuring devices,

tool concepts, designs, prototypes, testing, manufacturing, procurement, training

forms, drill bits and clamps — to hold the drill in place while drilling with just

and placement. Along the way are the appropriate reviews and modifications

the right force at the perfect angle and speed. He gets one chance to do it right.

necessary to ensure every new tool is safe and can be used effectively.

require significant additional work. Sometimes there is a lot at stake.

ing point in the cascade of items necessary to request a tool be fabricated or

facture our own tools, modify tools to meet our specific needs, and work with

prepared. It’s the jumping off point and starts the process in SAP,” says Jeff Payne,

suppliers to have special tools made to our specifications.

a workstream manager on the ERP project.

When new tools are needed to make new parts or products, they must be

The process is surprisingly simple, yet detailed enough to provide lots of data

bought or created, then tested and put into our inventory in a tool crib or else-

that can be used to manage safety, quality and costs associated with the tools

where. Managing the tool inventory and making sure every tool is safe is a big

needed to manufacture aircraft as well as repair or alter customer aircraft, includ-

challenge. This job is about to get a lot easier thanks to the Tooling Safety and

ing damaged aircraft that come in for service. The process also makes it easy

Control program currently being developed.

to determine if any parts of tools can be salvaged or recycled before tools are

“Maintaining a strong tooling safety program is critical to the safety of our

scrapped when they reach the end of their useful life. Sometimes in the case

employees and the success of our aircraft manufacturing and maintenance pro-

of a damaged aircraft, specially modified tools must be created to repair the

cesses,” says Paul Dellinger, director of Environmental Health and Safety (EHS).

airplane properly.

“Every employee who uses tools to build or maintain an aircraft has a role in

Here’s how the tool request process typically works. Someone who needs a

making sure our processes are safe and that they result in producing high-quality

new tool — usually an industrial engineer or mechanical engineer — submits a

waypoint |
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something used to cut, drill, shape

If more information is needed, teams work together to refine the initial

or change a part used on an aircraft,

request.

or it can be an object or form — a

Eventually the request is finalized and approved. Then a new tool is pur-

jig, for example — that simply holds

chased or created, or an existing tool is modified. Each new tool is tested

a part in place exactly right while

and sent to the appropriate location. Every step and all the necessary

another tool is used. A tool is sim-

information is maintained in the database for reference. That information

ply something used to do your work.

helps planners determine training and maintenance requirements to en-

Every employee uses tools of some

sure that over time the tools are working properly and functioning safely.

sort. Some tools are small hand-held

“It’s a tremendous time savings that also gives us a lot of data for

objects; others are large contraptions

meaningful reports,” Payne says. Those reports allow different depart-

that enable employees to perform

ments to know more about the thousands of tools we use, all of which

several tasks without having to go

helps us put the right tools in people’s hands.

get multiple tools.

Gulfstream employees use thousands of tools
during the manufacturing and service process.
Here a technician tests a battery in the service center.

enables faster repairs. The data gathered along the way when the tool

aircraft, a team had to make sure that the site had all the tools needed to

is put into service helps monitor which tools might need repair most often, and

support the aircraft efficiently. More than $600,000 worth of tooling and equip-

that helps planners identify ways to improve tools over time.

ment was purchased and sent to Appleton, says Bill Cudnowski, director of site

COLLABORATION BREEDS SUCCESS

finance and accounting. With tooling in SAP, all of those tools are tracked in a
database, which enables fast searches for tool information and groups of tools
by class and helps coordinate tool crib management.

and Product Support teams use it to request tools and tool modifications. In

In the spirit of continuous improvement, employees from many Gulfstream

addition, teams from Human Resources, IT and Sales & Marketing participated

sites have used the Gulfstream Your Ideas @ Work process to share ideas for

in the creation of the portal, instructional materials, a computer-based training

how to improve the tools they use. They develop their ideas and sometimes

(CBT) module and more. Like with so many big projects, collaboration was the

create prototypes. Now with the Tooling Safety and Control program they don’t

key to enterprise-wide success.

do it alone. The program guides them through the process and ensures all safety

Some Gulfstream sites are very much involved in the process. For example,

and regulatory requirements are met. The end result is a better tool that meets

Gulfstream Appleton completes green — unfinished — Gulfstream aircraft and

the needs of the craftsman using it. It’s all about giving our skilled employees

services customer aircraft. Before the site could begin completing green G650

the right tool for the job. ✈

Managing Gulfstream's tool inventory and ensuring the safety of each tool is a challenge that has been made easier with the recently launched tooling request and repair website.
Employees who need a new tool can submit a request through the portal. The process also allows for faster repairs of damaged tools.
PHOTO: TERRY DUTHU
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manufacturing process. Gulfstream buys many of the tools, but we also manu-

to do a specific task. A tool can be

quests to look for efficiencies that might be gained by combining efforts.

the Tooling Safety and Control program. Obviously, Engineering, Manufacturing

advantage of our Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and uses SAP software to
manage our tool inventory more efficiently. “The tooling portal creates the lead-

something. It’s an object designed

Other employees then review the data and compare it to any similar re-

Nearly every organization in the company has had or will have a role with

Gulfstream recently launched a tooling request and repair website that takes

Across our facilities, employees use thousands of tools for every step of the

A tool is any device used to make

The submission sends the information to a database (through SAP).

If a tool becomes damaged, the tooling safety and control process also

products that satisfy our customers.”
The Tooling Safety and Control program helps ensure mechanics and techni-

What is a tool?

contacts, etc.

BY PHILIP HANYOK

ers who make quality products have said for generations. They know that

If it’s done incorrectly with the wrong tools, it will be a costly mistake that would

purpose, tool classification, intended use, location where it will be used,

PHOTO LEFT: GULFSTREAM ARCHI VES; CENTER: KA THY ALMA ND
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Using the right tool for the job is essential for both the safety of Gulfstream's people and the product
that will be delivered to the customer. The company's Tooling Safety and Control program ensures
employees have reliable, well-maintained, clearly designated and labeled tools at their fingertips.

to submit the request if they have the necessary information: description,

P H O T O : KAT H Y ALMAN D

Tooling Safety

request for a new tool through the portal. It takes less than five minutes
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MEETING THE NEEDS
OF OUR CUSTOMERS
PHOTO: RA NDA L V ANDERV EER

BY DICK GORMAN

s the U.S. economy was slipping into recession 13 years ago, Gulfstream

Twelve days after the acquisition was completed on June 5, 2001, the Astra

director of Sales Support and Technical Marketing, “we consulted our customers on a regular basis

made a bold move. Two months after the 2001 recession officially began,

SPX and Galaxy were introduced at the Paris Air Show as the rebranded mid-size

and asked them specifically what should change about the G200 to make the G280 a best-in-class

Gulfstream G100 and the super mid-size Gulfstream G200.

airplane. The first item they mentioned was: don’t change the cabin; we want to keep the cabin. From

Gulfstream announced that it had reached an agreement to buy Galaxy

P H O T O : M AT T ST E P H AN

Aerospace Company, LP, for a base payment of $330 million in cash.

Over the years, Gulfstream has focused intently on modifying and improving

there, we got a lot of feedback on systems, on the look of the aircraft, performance, etc. When we laid

Through the May 2001 transaction, Gulfstream acquired the type certificates for

the two models, which now comprise the Mid-Cabin Program. The G100 gave

all those things out as design requirements, by the time we were done with the design cycle, we had

the Astra, a mid-sized, twin-turbofan business jet; and the Galaxy, the aircraft that

way to the G150, and the G200 was eventually retired in favor of the G280. Both

a new airplane. There is very little in common between these two airplanes.”

pioneered the super mid-size business class. Both airplanes would continue to

aircraft represent a study in superlatives: The wide-cabin, high-speed G150 offers

Both mid-cabin business jets are assembled by IAI at its facility in Tel Aviv under the watchful eye of

be assembled by Israel Aircraft Industries in Tel Aviv, and then would be ferried

the longest range at the fastest speed and the most comfortable cabin in its class.

a Gulfstream office called the Gulfstream Aerospace Limited Partnership. As Gulfstream’s liaison with

to Gulfstream’s Dallas facility for completion. But, more importantly, the acquisi-

The large-cabin, mid-range G280 can travel 3,600 nm at Mach 0.80. That’s farther

IAI, GALP supervises all modifications to the airplane and manages the type certificates. When the CAAI,

tion gave Gulfstream an immediate presence in the mid-size and super mid-size

and faster than any other aircraft in the super mid-size class. It also has the most

the Israeli equivalent of the United States’ Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), grants a certificate of

classes, then the fastest growing segment of the business aircraft market. The two

advanced flight deck and the most comfortable cabin in its class.

airworthiness to the airplane, it also grants an FAA certificate of airworthiness, so the airplane leaves

new aircraft models would complement Gulfstream’s existing large-cabin, longrange aircraft — the GIV-SP, the GV and the new GV-SP.
Now, Gulfstream could assert that its expanded fleet of business jets could meet
a broader variety of mission requirements ranging from 2,800 to 6,750 nautical

waypoint |

They may trace their lineage back to the Astra and Galaxy, but today’s G150
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Tel Aviv with an “N” number (the letter used to designate North American registry).

and G280 business jets are very much Gulfstream aircraft. The G280 was a nearly

“We have basically three different groups supporting the aircraft,” says David Lawton, the GALP office

clean-sheet design, a fresh concept, not an iteration of a previous aircraft design,

director in Tel Aviv. “There’s the airworthiness and certification group, the project engineering group,

says Lor Izzard, formerly director of the G280 Entry-into-Service Program.
“When Gulfstream began to discuss developing the G280,” says Izzard, now

miles.
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Mid-Cabin Fleet
Gulfstream’s
Mid-Cabin Fleet

P H O T O : P AU L BO WE N

Gulfstream’s

The Gulfstream G280 boasts the longest range at fastest cruise speed in the super mid-size business jet category.
Top right: The G150, a favorite in the mid-size market, has the most comfortable cabin in its class. Both the G280 and the G150 are
assembled by Israel Aircraft Industries in Tel Aviv before entering Final Phase at Gulfstream's Dallas facility.

More than 175 people in Dallas Final Phase touch the airplane during the completion process, including
sewing the leather upholstery. Bottom right: Esequel Lopez applies upholstery during the completions process.
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follow a build process that involves installing structural brackets

people, but they perform, in essence, all of the functions that any OEM [original equipment man-

for the furniture and interior items, then the acoustic package to

ufacturer] has to perform. Everyone pitches in and does everything.”

produce a quiet cabin, and then the wire harnesses. Afterward,

“An important consideration here is that Gulfstream owns the design,” says Stan A. Dixon, vice

d_dal_comp_ctr_i_ppt_003.jpg

they paint the airplane and install the furniture.

president of Mid-Cabin Programs. “We dictate what the configuration of the airplane is going to be.

Of the 200 people working in Final Phase at Dallas, fully 175 of

We do that through the change board process. We use the IAI engineering team to develop the

them touch the airplane in some manner during the completions

design and implement the changes. They go through the manufacturing/production process. They

process, according to Robby Harless, vice president and general

own the production certificate for the airplanes.”

manager at the Dallas facility.

After clearing customs in Dallas, the airplane is prepared for an acceptance flight. “We put a

“We’re just honored to have the craftsmanship that we have

Gulfstream pilot and an IAI pilot on the airplane and do an acceptance flight where we both look

here,” Harless says. “Besides our sheet metal folks, we have crafts-

at the airplane and document
anything we find,” Dixon says. “When we accept it, the IAI pilots go
d_dal_comp_ctr_i_ppt_004.jpg

men in the furniture shop building the furniture, craftsmen in the

home and the airplane is inducted into the Final Phase manufacturing process at the Gulfstream

upholstery shop fabricating the seats and a divan that might be

Mid-Cabin Completions Center of Excellence in Dallas.”

installed in an airplane. Because of the high level of technology

Skilled mechanics essentially disassemble the airplane cockpit and fuselage interior, and then

PH O T O CO U R T E SY O F MAYA FAGAN

and the aircraft acceptance group. They are an incredibly dedicated team. We may have only 12

involved, our avionics team plays an important role in the process.
Then we have our checkout teams and our A&P teams that sup-

Both the Gulfstream
G150 and G280 are
assembled at the Israel
Aircraft Industries
facility in Tel Aviv.

d_dal_comp_ctr_i_ppt_005.jpg
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Dallas Mid-Cabin Completions Center

port the test flights.”
Gulfstream’s mid-cabin business jets occupy a very comfortable
niche in today’s business jet market.
“Most G280 operators are corporations,” says Jeff Gibbs, director
of the G280 Program. “The G280 is not only a move-up airplane
for Gulfstream operators, it’s also a supplemental airplane in the
sense that some Gulfstream operators have large-cabin airplanes,
and they still need them, but they recognize that the G280 has the

After assembly, the

same safety standards, the same level of comfort in the interior, the

plane enters the Final

same Gulfstream quality, and yet it’s a more economical airplane

Phase manufacturing

to operate due to its size.”

process at the
d_dal_comp_ctr_i_ppt_007.jpg

“One of our customers has already taken delivery of a G280 and

Gulfstream Mid-Cabin

has two others on order. He made a point of stopping me in the

Completions Center in

hall to tell me how well the airplane is performing,” Harless says.

Dallas.

“He said their expectations about the airplane were absolutely exceeded. The quality of the interior, the performance — specifically

The Dallas facility

the range of the aircraft — and how quiet the aircraft is, those were

also provides product

the three things he mentioned in particular.”

support for all
Gulfstream models.

“G280 operators tell us the airplane fits their mission requirements in that they can keep the same level of quality, performance
and comfort,” Dixon adds, “yet still rely on the same Product

From sheet metal work to furniture, many craftsmen are involved in the completion of the G280 and G150.
This includes Dallas employees (top row left to right) Raul Balderas, Chris Savoy, Carla Solis, David Griffin,
Romando Martin and Josh Waller and (left top to bottom) Phan Dang, Domingo Garza and Christopher Calhoun.
The Dallas completion center receives the airplane after it is assembled in Tel Aviv (bottom left).
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Support people at Gulfstream. It’s also an easy airplane to integrate
into their fleet.”

✈

With only 16 employees,
Gulfstream Aerospace Limited
Partnership is a small group of
dedicated employees. It’s also an
incredibly diverse group. Its members
hail from across the globe and
they’re all Gulfstream employees.
David Lawton, United States
Doron Talmi, Israel
Baruch Marom, Russia
Charly Gaber, Romania
Johan van Dongen, Netherlands
Alex Ismach, Argentina
Moran Arad, Israel
Daniel Such, Yugoslavia
David Panijel, Turkey
Michael Kazakov, Russia
Moti Levin, United States
Maya Fagan, Canada
Beora Margolis, South Africa
Sharon Bendor, United States
Pavel Yoresh, Russia
Nahum Stein, Ukraine
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GULFSTREAM VISION and STRATEGIC BUSINESS PRIORITIES

vision

CREATE AND DELIVER THE WORLD’S FINEST AVIATION EXPERIENCE

strategic business priorities
CUSTOMER PROVIDE A WORLD-CLASS EXPERIENCE FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CUSTOMERS ALIKE.
CULTURE CULTIVATE EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT, WELL-BEING, INNOVATION, AND PRIDE IN WHAT WE DO.
PRODUCTS & CREATE AND DELIVER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES THAT LIVE UP TO OUR ”WORLD STANDARD”
SERVICES BRAND PROMISE.
PERFORMANCE CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE THE WAY WE DO BUSINESS TO MEET CUSTOMER COMMITMENTS.

		

